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Abstract
An information storage medium having recorded thereon audio/video (AV) data including meta data with representative title information, and a method and apparatus for reproducing the AV data from the information storage medium, wherein the information storage medium having recorded thereon AV data including meta data includes storage medium information about the AV data recorded on the information storage medium and title information about at least one title constituting the AV data. The title information includes representative title information that designates at least one of the titles as a representative title.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION


BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention relates to meta data, and more particularly, to an information storage medium having recorded thereon audio/video (AV) data including meta data with representative title information and a method and apparatus for reproducing the AV data from the information storage medium.

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art

[0005] When AV data is recorded on a medium such as a disc, information called meta data is also recorded, to describe the recorded contents. In other words, the disc includes information about the disc name, production date, the artist, and the director. Thus, a user can easily search through a collection by using the meta data.

[0006] Once a disc is loaded into a player, the meta data remains in the player. As more discs are loaded into the player, the amount of meta data remaining in the player increases. As a result, it takes much time for a user to find desired content by searching the meta data.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an information storage medium having recorded thereon AV data including meta data, in which representative title information of a disc is further included in the meta data without changing a conventional meta data structure, allowing a preferential search for meta data of a representative title of a disc to be done during a meta data search, thereby speeding the meta data search, and a method and apparatus for reproducing data from the information storage medium.

[0008] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an information storage medium having recorded thereon AV data including meta data, which is designed to provide a user with abundant information by showing representative title information along with disc information to the user, and a method and apparatus for reproducing data from the information storage medium.

[0009] According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided an information storage medium having recorded thereon audio/video (AV) data including meta data. The information storage medium includes storage medium information about AV data recorded on the information storage medium and title information about at least one title constituting the AV data. The title information includes representative title information that designates at least one of the titles as a representative title.

[0010] According to another aspect of the present invention, the information storage medium may be an optical disc and the storage medium information may be disc information about the AV data recorded on the optical disc.

[0011] According to another aspect of the present invention, a plurality of items of title information may be included in the optical disc, and at least one of the titles may be designated as a representative title.

[0012] According to another aspect of the present invention, the title information may include representative title information and general title information, and the representative title information may be structurally placed at the same level as the general title information and the representative title may have an ID that is different from a general title.

[0013] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an apparatus for reproducing audio/video (AV) data. The apparatus includes a meta data storing unit which stores meta data of an inserted information storage medium, and a search unit which receives a search condition and searches the meta data for a title designated as a representative title preferentially over the meta data of other titles.

[0014] According to another aspect of the present invention, the apparatus may further include a user interface unit which receives a user's search condition, and a display unit which outputs the result of the search by the search unit.

[0015] According to another aspect of the present invention, the meta data storing unit may further include storage medium information about AV data recorded on the information storage medium and title information about at least one title constituting the AV data. The title information may include representative title information that designates at least one of the titles as a representative title.

[0016] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of searching for meta data. The method includes once an information storage medium is inserted, storing meta data of the inserted information storage medium, and receiving search condition and searching the meta data for a title designated as a representative title preferentially over meta data of other titles.

[0017] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of reproducing audio/video (AV) data. The method includes once an information storage medium is inserted, storing meta data of the inserted information storage medium, receiving a search condition and searching the meta data for a title designated as a representative title preferentially over meta data of other titles.
Additional aspects and/or advantages of the invention will be set forth in part in the description which follows and, in part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and/or other aspects and advantages of the invention will become apparent and more readily appreciated from the following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 illustrates the structure of meta data;
FIG. 2 illustrates an example of meta data recorded on a disc;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a multimedia data reproduction apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a search result screen output by a display unit;
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a multimedia data reproduction method according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates an example of the result of a search using a representative title;
FIG. 7 illustrates another example of the result of a search using a representative title;
FIG. 8 is a detailed flowchart illustrating a method of searching for meta data according to the present invention; and
FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate the relationship between disc meta data and title meta data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

Reference will now be made in detail to the present embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The embodiments are described below in order to explain the present invention by referring to the figures.

FIG. 1 illustrates the structure of meta data. Meta data 110 recorded on a disc includes disc information 120 that is directly related to the disc itself or commonly applied to all titles, and title information 130 that is related to titles recorded on the disc. It can be seen from FIG. 1 that the disc information 120 includes meta data related to disc creation, the disc format, materials related to the disc, and other information defined by the author of the disc. The meta data related to disc creation includes the disc name, table of contents, copyright, and release information. The meta data related to the disc format includes an aspect ratio, subtitles, running time, and audio information. The meta data about materials related to the disc includes thumbnails and related URLs.

Like the disc information 120, the title information 130 also includes meta data related to content creation, content format, materials related to the content, and other information defined by the author of the content. The meta data related to content creation includes a title name, a title type, and names of organizations involved in the title production (filming) and release. The meta data related to the content format includes credits, promotional information, the content type, and reviews. The credits list the cast, crew and other parties involved with the production. The promotional information includes the genre, the language, and a parental guide (e.g., suitability for people under 18 years old). The meta data about materials related to the content includes, but is not limited to, a synopsis, an award list, and related URLs.

FIG. 2 illustrates an example of meta data recorded on a disc. It can be seen from FIG. 2 that at least one item related to disc related meta data is recorded on a disc, but the disc may also include a plurality of items related to titles and thus the disc includes a plurality of items of title related meta data.

Various items of meta data are recorded on one disc, and a user can easily find a disc on which desired AV content is recorded, or a title or disc in which a desired actor or actress appears, by searching the meta data.

During a search, in an embodiment of the present invention, since there is a high possibility that the user’s interest AV content is included in a representative title of a disc, meta data of the representative title of the disc is preferentially searched without searching for meta data of all titles. Also, when a plurality of discs are loaded, meta data of a representative title of each of the discs is searched preferentially, over other meta data recorded on the plurality of discs, thereby speeding up the search when compared to a search for meta data of all titles.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a multimedia data reproduction apparatus according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 3, the multimedia data reproduction apparatus searches for meta data included in a meta data storing unit 310 according to a search condition input through a user interface unit 330, and outputs the result of the search through a display unit 340. To this end, the multimedia reproduction apparatus includes the meta data storing unit 310, a search unit 320, the user interface unit 330, and the display unit 340.

The meta data storing unit 310 receives and stores meta data from an information storage medium such as a disc. Once an information storage medium such as a disc is loaded into the multimedia data reproduction apparatus, meta data related to the information storage medium remains in the meta data storing unit 310 even after the information storage medium is ejected. The search condition for the meta data stored in the meta data storing unit 310 is input to the user interface unit 330 from the user. In other words, a search word for a disc name, an actor or actress, or a director is input to the user interface unit 330 through various devices such as a remote controller. The search unit 320 searches for meta data and outputs meta data that matches the search condition to the display unit 340. The method used by the search unit 320 will be described later.

FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a search result screen output by the display unit 340.

Referring to FIG. 4, to aid the user’s search, fields of the meta data stored in the meta data storing unit 310 are
shown (genre, actor/actress, or director). Once the user selects one of the fields, sub metadata related to the selected field is shown in detail for the user’s further selection. For example, if the user selects an “actor/actress” field, all the actor/actress information stored in the data storing unit 310 is shown. Thus, the display unit 340 outputs a search result screen as shown in FIG. 4.

[0041] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a multimedia data reproduction method according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0042] A search condition is received from a user in operation S510. A search for meta data is performed according to the search condition in operation S520. At this time, meta data of a representative title is preferentially searched. The method of searching for meta data can be, for example, a preferential search method for specific meta data. In other words, meta data to be preferentially searched can be selected from among a plurality of items of meta data using a preferential search method.

[0043] For example, in the case of “actor/actress,” meta data to be preferentially searched can be selected from among various attributes of the actor or actress, such as gender, preferred genres, film appearances, or age. An exclusive search involves searching for meta data that exactly matches the user’s search condition, and an inclusive search involves searching for meta data that partially matches the user’s search condition.

[0044] Next, the result of the search is displayed in operation S530. Also, multimedia data corresponding to the best matched meta data may be preferentially displayed or be arranged sequentially in order of best matching.

[0045] FIG. 6 illustrates an example of the result of a search using a representative title.

[0046] Meta data recorded on a disc includes a single item of disc information and a plurality of items of title information. In FIG. 6, title information #1 is a representative title, and disc information according to a search result is displayed along with representative title information. A title #1 is a main title of a movie. And, credits or promotional information are displayed as title information related to the representative title, along with disc information.

[0047] FIG. 7 illustrates another example of the result of a search using a representative title.

[0048] In FIG. 7, a TV series is used as an example, and every episode is designated as a representative title. Also, in the case of a music disc, a main music file and a karaoke file, an accompaniment file, and a music video related to the main music file can be included, and the main music file or the music video can be designated as a representative title.

[0049] As such, a representative title may be any title having material used to represent content, and a general title may be one that partially overlaps with the contents of a representative title, one in a different format from the representative title, or one including content of another format that is different from that a disc desires to contain. For example, in a disc containing a movie, a general title may be a game title related to the movie, or music title from the soundtrack of the movie.

[0050] FIG. 8 is a detailed flowchart illustrating a method of searching for meta data according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0051] A search condition for the user’s search is input in operation S810. It is determined whether the input search condition is related to searching for disc related meta data in operation S820. If the input search condition is related to a disc related meta data, a plurality of items of disc related meta data identified as disc_id are searched in operation S830 and a corresponding search result is output in operation S870. If there is no disc related meta data that matches the input search condition, a message is output indicating that no match could be found. If the input search condition is not related to searching for disc related meta data, meta data of a title designated as a representative title is searched in operation S840. A plurality of pieces of title related meta data are identified as title_id, and a representative title among the title related meta data is identified as title_id. At operation S50, it is determined whether any meta data matches the input search condition. If a desired search result is obtained, the search result is displayed in operation S870. Otherwise, meta data is not found in a representative title. Thus, meta data of a general title is further searched in operation S860, and a corresponding search result is output in operation S870.

[0052] FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate the relationship between disc meta data and title meta data.

[0053] Referring to FIG. 9A, a representative title is structurally placed higher than a general title, and a general title is present in a sub structure of a representative title. In this case, disc information a user desires to find using meta data can be found by searching for disc meta data indicated by disc_id, and title information a user desires to find using meta data can be found by preferentially searching for meta data indicated by a representative title title_id. If a user desires to find disc information, disc information obtained according to a search result is displayed along with summary information about a designated representative title in a disc, thereby providing the user with abundant information.

[0054] In this case, since a representative title is structurally placed higher than a general title, a representative title is not separately identified as title_id, but can be identified as title_id that has the same form as a general title. In other words, for example, a representative title may be identified as “100000000” and a general title may be identified as “100000001” or “100000100”.

[0055] Referring to FIG. 9B, a representative title is placed at the same level as a general title. In this case, an additional mark has to be given to title_id to indicate that title_id denotes the representative title. In other words, if “000000001” and “000001000” are used as an ID of the general title, “100000001” should be used as an ID of the representative title. Also, in this case, if a user desires to find meta data corresponding to title information, meta data of the representative title identified as title_id is searched first, and meta data of the general title identified as title_id is searched next. If information desired by the user is disc information, meta data indicated by disc_id is searched. In FIGS. 9A and 9B, there may be a plurality of representative titles in a disc.

[0056] As described above, meta data stored in a disc includes disc related meta data and title related meta data, which can refer to each other’s contents and may be linked with each other. For example, when disc related meta data is displayed, title information included in the disc may be
required, or when title related meta data is displayed, it may be necessary to indicate the disc in which a title is included. In this case, the meta data related to the disc and the meta data related to the title refer to each other’s contents or are linked together. For reference or linkage, disc_id and title_id are used. To refer to or link with a representative title among a plurality of titles, a title identified as title_id is searched for.

As described above, according to an embodiment of the present invention, meta data of a representative title is preferentially searched, thereby speeding up a search for desired meta data. In other words, when a specific disc, title, or scene is searched for using meta data, to provide the result to a user, meta data of a representative title is preferentially searched, thereby reducing the time required for a search when compared to a search for all meta data.

Also, when meta data of a disc or title is displayed to a user, information corresponding to a representative title is also displayed. Thus, the user can be provided with more detailed information.

The method of searching for meta data and the multimedia data reproduction method using the method can also be embodied as a computer program. Code and code segments forming the computer program can be easily constructed by computer programmers skilled in the art. Also, the computer program can be stored in a computer readable medium and read and executed by a computer, thereby implementing the method of searching for meta data and the method of reproducing multimedia data using the method. Examples of computer readable media include magnetic tapes, optical data storage devices, and carrier waves.

Although a few embodiments of the present invention have been shown and described, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art that changes may be made in this embodiment without departing from the principles and spirit of the invention, the scope of which is defined in the claims and their equivalents.

What is claimed is:

1. An information storage medium having recorded thereon audio/video (AV) data including meta data, the information storage medium comprising:

- storage medium information about the AV data recorded on the information storage medium;
- title information of at least one title constituting the AV data,

wherein the title information includes representative title information that designates at least one of the titles as a representative title.

2. The information storage medium of claim 1, wherein the information storage medium is an optical disc and the storage medium information is disc information about the AV data recorded on the optical disc.

3. The information storage medium of claim 2, wherein a plurality of items of the title information is included in the optical disc, and at least one of the titles is designated as the representative title.

4. The information storage medium of claim 2, wherein the disc information and the title information have a link by which they refer to each other.

5. The information storage medium of claim 1, wherein the title information includes the representative title information and general title information, and the representative title information is structurally placed higher than the general title information and includes the general title information connected using a sub link.

6. The information storage medium of claim 1, wherein the title information includes the representative title information and general title information; the representative title information is structurally placed at the same level as the general title information; and the representative title has a different ID to a general title.

* * * * *